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CONCEPT XIII 

ON-LINE INTERACTIVE MEDIA PLATFORM 

 

TANGIBLE MULTIMEDIA AQUARIUM 

 

EVERYBODY IS INVITED TO PARTICIPATE 











1.  Appropriate an existing work of art, by using 
a digital gadget 

 



2.  Upload the digitally appropriated image from 
the gadget onto one of the, or multiple, social 
network sites 

 



3. Present the digitally appropriated image on 
these earlier mentioned sites as new work of 
art by referring to the link of website 
Concept XIII 

 

 LC, nathalie djurhirst shark berg, May 9, 2009 

 HTTP:// WWW.CONCEPTXIII.COM 

 



4.  Register for website Concept XIII 

 



5. Upload the digitally appropriated image once 
more, but this time on website Concept XIII 

 



6. Dump the gadget which is used to appropriate 
a work of art into the water of the aquarium.  

 



The Interactive On-line Media Aquarium comes into 
existence and keeps evolving by virtue of: 

the aquarium being constantly monitored by the 
video camera and getting stuffed with gadgets 

the online website Concept XIII showing a 
permanent view of the aquarium 

the online website Concept XIII being sprinkled 
with appropriated works of art 

the internet in general becoming an online 
museum for scattered art appropriation 



Concept XIII will be monitored by the following 
proceedings: 

each new dumping of a gadget must first be 
preceded by the upload of these images on the 
website Concept XIII. 

a participant can only upload a video, photograph 
etc. when he is registered with a temporary 
account 

to register for the temporary account the 
participant has to refer, by means of a link, to the 
specific social network site at which the art is 
earlier uploaded and exhibited 



Concept XIII will be monitored by the following 
proceedings: 

the account for the website Concept XIII will only 
be activated when a link is placed with reference 
to a social network site.  

with each new upload on website Concept XIII, its 
account manager will automatically be notified of 
the upload with the link  

by clicking on the link, the account manager, can 
check if at this specific social network site a 
reference is made to website Concept XIII 



Concept XIII will be monitored by the following 
proceedings: 

in the case when no reference is made, he can 
remove the recently uploaded image from the 
website Concept XIII. 

but otherwise, when a reference is made, the 
digitally appropriated image uploaded on the 
social network site is now to be officially 
authorized as new work of art, provided that the 
gadget will be dropped into the water of course. 
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